Background: The 3D-Transit electromagnet tracking system is an emerging tool for
| INTRODUC TI ON
The 3D-Transit electromagnet tracking system (Motilis Medica, SA, Lausanne, Switzerland) is a novel and minimally invasive tool for the ambulatory evaluation of total and regional gastrointestinal (GI) transit times and motility patterns. It accurately tracks and measures the position and orientation of up to three ingestible electromagnetic capsules from ingestion to expulsion using an external detector plate positioned over the abdomen. [1] [2] [3] [4] Total GI transit time is easily extracted from a 3D-Transit recording, as the signal start and end points indicate capsule ingestion and expulsion times. For regional GI transit times however, the timestamps when a capsule progresses from the stomach into the duodenum, and from the ileum into the right colon are manually identified by visually observing changes in the capsule's orientation angles, which reflect GI contractile activity, along with shifts in its position as it progresses from one GI region to the next. 1, 5 The system was originally developed using a stationary detector matrix which required subjects to stay relatively immobile for long periods of time in a controlled laboratory environment, thus reducing the effects of external movement artifacts [6] [7] [8] [9] Accordingly, interrater variability in capsule progression timestamps, and thereby GI transit times, has been reported as low. 6, 8 The principle advantage of the ambulatory system is that it enables continuous monitoring of GI motility under physiological conditions; however, subject ambulation renders it susceptible to external magnetic fields and motion artifacts, making it more difficult to identify capsule progression timestamps. Hence, the accuracy in identifying these timestamps is not only dependent on the quality of the recording but also on the ability of the rater to distinguish artifacts from real movements of the capsule.
Recently, the inter-variability of GI transit time measurements was assessed by two experienced raters who analyzed 20 3D-Transit recordings. 1 Differences in regional GI transit times were reported in 8 of the 20 recordings (40%); however, these differences were considered acceptable by the authors, as the overall median difference was zero minutes. 1 Nevertheless, there is a need to determine the level of reliability of measurements, particularly when raters are blinded to their own and each other's results. Therefore, the primary aim of this study was to assess inter-and intra-rater reliability of capsule progression timestamps, and hence regional GI transit times.
The secondary aim was to assess how the experience of the rater influences the identification of these timestamps. 
| MATERIAL S & ME THODS

| 3D-Transit recording selection
Key Points
• The 3D-Transit system can aid the diagnostic evaluation of gastrointestinal (GI) disorders. We assessed the reliability of regional GI transit times measured by experienced and inexperienced raters.
• Reliability of gastric emptying and small intestinal transit time was fair between the most and mid-experienced raters but poor for the inexperienced rater. Whole gut and colonic transit time reliability was excellent across all raters.
• Inexperienced raters require adequate training to provide reliable measurements of GI transit times from the 3D-Transit system.
TA B L E 1
Inter-and intra-rater reliability of duodenum and right colon timestamps between and within raters of varying levels of experience where rater 1 (R1) is most experienced, rater 2 (R2) is mid-experienced, and rater 3 (R3) is least experienced
Test
ICC (95% CI)
Inter-observer analysis 
| Data collection
Three independent raters with varying experience of analyzing 
| Data analysis
The timestamps were used to determine whole gut transit time 
| Statistical analysis
To calculate inter-and intra-rater reliability of the duodenum and right colon timestamps and regional transit times, the intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) and their 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated based on a single rating, absolute agreement, 2-way random-effects model. ICC values range between 0 and 1 with a higher value indicating better reliability (<0.5, poor; 0.5-0.75, fair; 0.75-0.9, good; >0.9, excellent). 10 The timestamps were subtracted from the ingestion timestamp to convert the data into hours for the ICCs to be determined. Scatterplots, means, and 95% CI were used to illustrate and compare GI transit times within and between raters. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics Version 25 (IBM, New York, NY, USA).
| RE SULTS
| Inter-rater reliability of duodenum and right colon timestamps
Between raters, the degree of inter-rater reliability of both the duodenum and right colon timestamps was poor, with the ICC ranging between 0.42 and 0.47 (95% CI = 0.24-0.63). However, when comparing the most and mid-experienced raters, the reliability of both timestamps was fair to good. Reliability between raters 1 TA B L E 2 Inter-and intra-rater reliability of regional GI transit times between and within raters of varying levels of experience where rater 1 (R1) is most experienced, rater 2 (R2) is midexperienced, and rater 3 (R3) is least experienced 
F I G U R E 2
Comparison of first and repeat analyses to assess intra-rater reliability of total and regional GI transit times within raters, where rater 1 is most experienced, rater 2 is mid-experienced, and rater 3 is least experienced. GET, gastric emptying; SITT, small intestinal transit time; CTT, colonic transit time; WGTT, whole gut transit time. All transit times are in hours (most-experienced) and 2 (mid-experienced) against rater 3 (leastexperienced) was poor to fair for the duodenum timestamp and very poor for the right colon timestamp (Table 1) .
| Intra-rater reliability of duodenum and right colon timestamps
Intra-rater reliability of both timestamps was good to excellent for raters 1 and 2 with the ICC ranging between 0.89 and 1.00 (95% CI = 0.79-1.00). However, reliability of these timestamps was poor for rater 3 (Table 1 ).
| Inter-rater reliability of regional GI transit times
Scatterplots for inter-rater reliability of whole gut and regional GI transit times are presented in Figure 1 . GET and SITT reliability between all raters was low, supported by poor ICCs ranging between 0.41 and 0.47 (95% CI = 0.25-0.63), while reliability of CTT was excellent ( Table 2) . ICC values for GET and SITT were consistently fair between raters 1 and 2, while reliability between these raters and rater 3 was poor. WGTT reliability was excellent across all raters.
| Intra-rater reliability of regional GI transit times
Scatterplots for intra-rater reliability are presented in Figure 2 . For raters 1 and 2, good to excellent intra-rater reliability was seen for GET and SITT, with ICC values ranging between 0.84 and 1.00 (95% CI = 0.71-1.00), while reliability was poor for rater 3 (ICC = 0.20-0.48, 95% CI = −0.14 to 0.71) ( Table 2 ). CTT and WGTT reliability was excellent for all raters.
| D ISCUSS I ON
We assessed the inter-and intra-rater reliability of regional GI transit times based on the manual identification of the duodenum and right colon capsule progression timestamps in 3D-Transit recordings. Our results showed that the inter-and intra-rater reliability of both timestamps is generally fair to excellent amongst the most and mid-experienced raters and as expected, poor in an inexperienced rater. This explains the fair inter-rater, and good to excellent intrarater reliability of GET and SITT seen amongst the more and midexperienced raters. However, reliability of these transit times was poor in the inexperienced rater, indicating a need for an adequate period of training.
Surprisingly, the inter-and intra-rater reliability of CTT was excellent amongst all raters. This was unexpected, as the CTT is dependent on the right colon timestamp, the reliability of which was poor in the inexperienced rater. Furthermore, general consensus amongst all raters was that the right colon timestamp was subjectively more difficult to identify than the duodenum timestamp.
However, this may be explained by examining the magnitudes of the measurements. CTT is approximately eight times longer than GET, and four times longer than SITT; therefore, the CTT measurement is less sensitive to the uncertainty in the right colon timestamp due to its large magnitude and a fixed capsule expulsion timestamp.
Nevertheless, it is apparent that the manual method of analyzing 3D-Transit recordings is not optimal, even amongst experienced raters who only showed fair inter-rater reliability for GET and SITT.
Furthermore, the reliability of GI transit times was assessed using good quality recordings. Poor quality recordings, which are difficult to interpret due to the increased presence of artifacts may produce less reliable measurements. Therefore, there is a need to improve the current methodology to obtain better estimates of GI transit times. This may be achieved through automation by using artifact rejection algorithms and pattern-recognition techniques to better detect the various gut contraction frequencies and hence, the capsule progression timestamps.
In conclusion, we assessed the inter-and intra-rater reliability of GI transit times as measured using the 3D-Transit system. Reliability was generally fair between experienced raters. An inexperienced rater provided the least reliable results, indicating a need for adequate training. Automation may improve reliability of the method.
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